
 

 

 
Moonshot Catalyst Program                                                          
 
 
 

• Do you have a “moonshot” opportunity to make a big, positive difference in the world? 
 
• Are you looking for insights and guidance to reach your goals more quickly? 
 
• Would you like professional support to make your journey more personally fulfilling? 
 
Then, the Moonshot Catalyst Program may be for you. 
 
The Moonshot Catalyst Program serves social and business entrepreneurs who have what my friend and 
colleague Jim Collins (author of Good to Great) calls “BHAGs” – big, hairy, audacious goals.  
 
 
Services: 
 
 Review of your “flight plan” and “guidance systems” to enhance your prospects for success. 
 
 “Booster rockets” to accelerate through obstacles and reach your goals more quickly. 
 
 “Check ins” and “mid-course corrections” to adapt and capitalize on opportunities. 
 
Learn from successful innovations. Gain help in finding the resources you need. Enjoy coaching support 
where you can be candid and find solutions to the challenges you face. 
 
 
Don Maruska, founder and CEO of 3 Silicon Valley companies, former venture investor, national 
innovation award winner, and Master Certified Coach. He’s author of “How Great Decisions Get Made,” 
“Take Charge of Your Talent,” and “Grow and Enjoy Your Business: Proven Tools for Success.” He 
earned his MBA and JD from Stanford and led projects for McKinsey & Company. Benefit from Don’s 
experience in building successful social and business innovations and the creativity, insights, and tools 
that have helped tens of thousands of leaders around the world succeed in their endeavors. He created the 
Moonshot Catalyst Program as part of his passion to help others make a big difference in the world. 
 
 
Interested? 
 
If you’re interested and want to explore further, join me in a complimentary, confidential “pre-check” 
session. We’ll discuss your “moonshot,” why it’s important to you, and what you hope to gain from the 
Moonshot Catalyst Program. I’ll provide some illustrations of how you can benefit. If we perceive a 
match, we’ll outline a plan to go forward. 
 
 

Want to explore? 
 

         Contact: Don Maruska 
           Don@DonMaruska.com, 805-772-4667 
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